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Abstract. To appropriately configure agents so as to avoid resource exhaustion,
it is necessary to determine the minimum resource (time & memory) require-
ments necessary to solve reasoning problems. In this paper we show how the
problem of reasoning under bounded resources can be recast as a planning prob-
lem. Focusing on propositional reasoning, we propose different recasting styles,
which are equally interesting, since they require solving different classes of plan-
ning problems, and allow representing different reasoner architectures. We im-
plement our approach by automatically encoding problems for the MBP planner.
Our experimental results demonstrate that even simple problems can give rise to
non-trivial (and often counter intuitive) time and memory saving strategies.

1 Introduction

On devices with limited computational power, the reasoning process of an agent may
fail because of lack of memory, or simply take too long to complete. Therefore, to ap-
propriately configure agents and devices which rely on automated reasoning techniques
so as to avoid resource exhaustion, we must address the problem of how much time
and memory a reasoner embedded in an agent needs to achieve its goals. In this paper
we show how the problem of determining the minimal time and memory bounds for
propositional reasoning problems can be solved by applying planning techniques.

The key idea of our approach is to model a reasoning agent as a planning domain
where fluents correspond to the set of formulas held in the agent’s memory, and actions
correspond to applications of the agent’s inference rules. Naturally, the computational
resources (time and memory) required to construct a proof depend on a number of
factors. Firstly, they depend on the inference rules available to the agent. In this paper
we focus on inference in propositional logic; the agent can reason by cases, by exploring
different branches of a logical proof. The second key factor in determining resource
requirements is the architecture of the agent. We consider a sequential (Von Neumann-
style) architecture, since most existing reasoners perform sequential forms of reasoning,
and/or implement different forms of reasoning on sequential hardware architectures.
We show how this behaviour can be encoded as a planning problem in two different
ways, which are both interesting in that they require different planning capabilities, and
provide different degrees of adaptability to representing other architectures.



In the first approach, which we call ‘architecture-oriented’ since it mimics the se-
quential computation of a proof on a Von Neumann-style architecture, we explicitly
model stack manipulation. This kind of modelling gives rise to an encoding of proof
search as a classical planning problem. In the second approach, which we call ‘proof-
oriented’ since it mimics the construction of logical proofs following their tree shape,
the model explores different branches of the proof in parallel; still, the model represents
faithfully the memory usage by the underlying Von Neumann reasoner, including stack
usage. This model gives rise to an encoding of reasoning as a strong planning problem.

We implement both models for the MBP planner[3]. Our experimental results demon-
strate that even for simple problems, determining bounds is not trivial, since time and
memory saving strategies may not be intuitive. Also, they allow us to experimentally
compare the different features of the models in terms of planning performance.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we discuss our reference reasoning agent
(Section 2). Then, we discuss the analogy between an automated reasoning problem
and a planning problem (Sections 3) and different planning encodings (Sections 4 and
5). This leads to a discussion of the implementation of such encodings on the MBP
planner (Section 7). Finally, we show that our approach is general enough to be easily
adaptable to different models for computational resources (Section 8) and we recap with
a discussion on related and future work (Section 9).

2 Reasoning with Bounded Resources

The Reasoner Model. We study proof search for an agent which contains a large set
of classical propositional inference rules, which is similar in spirit to natural deduction
and analytic tableaux. We have focused on propositional rather than first order proof
systems because they are easier to map into propositional planning languages, and at
the same time they provide typical examples of challenging reasoning patterns such as
reasoning by cases. However it is possible to use our approach to encode proof search
for higher order logics as a planning problem in a similar way.

Our proof system, illustrated in Figure 1, contains, for every classical connective
¬ (not), ∧ (and), ∨ (or),→ (implies), a set of rules. Following he approach of Natural
Deduction, the rules are divided in introduction (I) and elimination (E) rules. Moreover
they are formulated with respect to signed (true or false) formulas: t :A means that A
is true, f : A means that A is false. Thus, also the rules themselves are signed: for
instance It indicates a true Introduction rule while Ef indicates a false Elimination
rule. The symbol | below the line means that two successor branches are created by the
application f the rule. Thus, the rule

t :A ∨B
t :A | t :B ∨Et

indicates an inference rule which starts from A∨B being true, and allows to create two
successor branches: one where A is true and another where B is true.
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Fig. 1. The proof system.

The system is complete for classical propositional logic, 4 and its subsets correspond
to well-known deductive systems (such as analytic tableaux [11]). Proof search for such
systems can be formulated as a special case of our proof system.

A derivation of A from a set of premises Γ is a tree where nodes are sets of signed
formulas, the root is an empty set, each child node is added to the tree in accordance
with the expansion rules of the system, and each branch has a node containing t :A. In
addition, we require that all the formulas occurring in the conclusion of any inference
rule used in the derivation are subformulas of the formulas from Γ ∪ {A}. Since a
derivation with the subformula property always exists, the system is still complete for
classical logic. As an example, here is a simple derivation of B1 ∨ B2 from the set of
facts A1 ∨A2, A1 → B1, A2 → B2:

4 A proof sketch: suppose Γ |= φ where Γ is a finite set of propositional formulas and φ is
a propositional formula, not necessarily in the same alphabet. We show how to construct a
derivation of φ from Γ . We start with all formulas in Γ labelled with t and apply the Split rule
on φ, that is create two branches, one of which contains t : Γ and t : φ, and the other t : Γ
and f : φ. We need to construct a tree where every branch contains t : φ. We do not need to do
anything with the first branch since it already contains t : φ. The second branch will be a usual
refutation proof; since the elimination rules of our system include all the tableaux rules from
[11], the same proof as in [11] can be used to show that every branch is guaranteed to end in
contradiction, and then we can derive t : φ by ExC. Note that every formula in the derivation
we just constructed is a subformula of Γ or φ.



t :A1 ∨A2 ∨Et
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The Architecture. We consider agents modelled as Von Neumann reasoners, which act
sequentially, attempting to derive a sentence (goal formula) φ from a set of facts stored
in a knowledge base K. We assume that K is stored outside the agent’s memory, and that
instead, reasoning can only take place operating on formulas stored in memory. That is,
facts must be first read into the memory, and then elaborated. The agent’s memory
consists of m memory cells. Our working assumption is that each cell holds a single
formula (i.e., we abstract away from the size of the formulas). Applying an inference
rule or loading new data from K may overwrite the contents of a memory cell.

As customary in a Von Neumann-style architecture, the memory is organized into a
call stack and a heap sections. The stack is used to deal with the branching of compu-
tation threads, which in our case, is due to the application of branching reasoning rules
such as e.g. ∨Et. More in detail, it is used to save and restore memory contexts at the
branching points, and is a Last-In First-Out structure organized in frames: a frame repre-
sents a memory context saved when branching, and push/pop operations act by creating
or restoring entire stack frames. The heap is exploited by the reasoner by reading and
overwriting memory cells, accessing cells directly via their address.

The Problem Statement. To motivate the question of resource bounds, consider the
derivation of B1∨B2 given above. Figure 2 shows one possible way in which a reason-
ing agent with 4 memory cells can compute the derivation. In this example the agent
only manipulates true formulae, and we therefore omit the prefix t :. In addition to the
application of logical rules the reasoner needs to ‘Read’ formulae from K, can ‘Over-
write’ formulae, and can also ‘Backtrack’ if needed. In the table below, we omit the de-
tailed description of the different overwrites as they are clear from the steps performed
to produce the proof.

# Applied rule Memory content Stack
1 Read(A1 ∨A2) {A1 ∨A2} ∅
2 ∨Et, branch=left {A1} {A1 ∨A2, A2}
3 Read(A1 → B1) {A1, A1 → B1} {A1 ∨A2, A2}
4 MP {A1, B1} {A1 ∨A2, A2}
5 ∨I1t {A1, B1 ∨B2} {A1 ∨A2, A2}
6 Backtrack {A1 ∨A2, A2} ∅
7 Read(A2 → B2) {A2, A2 → B2} ∅
8 MP {A2, B2} ∅
9 ∨I2t {A2, B1 ∨B2} ∅

Fig. 2. A proof of B1 ∨B2 (left-first).



In step 1 the formulaA1∨A2 is loaded into memory. At step 2 the ∨Et rule requires
reasoning by cases; the agent decides to consider the left branch first, i.e.A1, and to save
the current state (i.e.,A1∨A2) and other caseA2 on the stack. Steps 3–5 deriveB1∨B2

by first reading A1 → B1 from K and then using Modus Ponens and or introduction.
Note that while the stack cannot be overwritten, the memory cells in the heap can, and
the reasoner uses this feature to limit memory usage. Now backtracking takes place,
and the stack content (A2) is popped and put in memory; steps 7–9 derive B1 ∨B2 in a
manner similar to the left branch.

While Figure 2 shows a derivation of B1 ∨ B2 with 4 memory cells, are these the
minimal memory requirements for a proof of this formula or can we achieve it using
less memory resources? And if so, can we still perform the derivation in 9 steps – as
we do in Figure 2 – or is there a different trade-off between time and memory usage?
These are key questions in determining the computational resources (time and memory)
required to construct a proof and in the rest of the paper we show how to answer them
using planning.

We take the memory requirement of a derivation to be the maximal number of for-
mulas in memory (heap and stack) on any branch of the derivation, and the time require-
ment to be the total number of inference steps on all the branches in the derivation. In
a system with rules of conjunction introduction and elimination, as in our system, the
‘number of formulas’ measure would normally give a trivial constant space complexity
(since any number of formulas can be connected by ‘and’ until they are needed). How-
ever, in our case, the restriction of ∧I t to satisfy the subformula property prevents this
from happening. For this reason, and in the interest of simplicity, we use the number
of formulas measure for most of the paper. It is straightforward to replace this measure
with the number of symbols required to represent the formulas in memory, which we
do in section 8.

Our approach to measuring the time and space requirements of proofs is very similar
to that adopted in the proof complexity literature [7, 1]. Research in proof complexity
considers non-branching proofs, and aims to establish, for various proof systems, the
lower bounds on the length of proof and on the space required by the proof as a function
of the size of the premises.

3 Bounded Resource Reasoning as Planning

To discuss the way bounded reasoning can be recast as planning, we start by a brief
summary of the basic concepts and terminology in planning. A planning problem P =
(D,G) refers to a domain D and to a goal G. The domain D = (F,O,A) represents
the relevant field of discourse by means of a finite set F of fluents (for which initial
values are defined), of a finite set O of observations on them, and of a finite set A
of actions that can be performed; actions are defined in terms of preconditions which
constrain their executability, and of effects which define the way they affect the values
of fluents. The goal G describes a set of desirable domain configurations which ought
to be attained. Then, the problem (D,G) consists in building an entity π, called a plan,
that interacts with D by reading its observations and commanding it with actions, and
such that, for all possible behaviours of D when controlled by π, D satisfies G.



Let us now consider the problemEx(R,K, φG,M) of identifying the existence and
minimal length of a deduction for a formula φG, starting from a set of facts K, for a
reasoning agent whose memory has size M , and armed with a set of deduction rules
R. In this setting, we can consider the agent as a planning domain. E.g., its memory
elements can be mapped to fluents, which are fully observable to the agent; its knowl-
edge, i.e. the values of the fluents, changes due to its usage of reasoning rules and facts
- which therefore can be perceived as the actions at stake. The goal consists in building
a plan (the proof) that leads the domain to finally achieve (for all possible outcomes of
deduction rules) a situation where some memory cell contains φG. Under this view, the
problem Ex(R,K, φG,M) is recast, using a function BuildDom, into that of finding
the shortest plan to achieve φG on a planning domain BuildDom(R,K,M) whose ac-
tions correspond to the reasoning rulesR and to the factsK, and whose fluents represent
the memory state. This makes evident a general analogy between a bounded reasoning
problem and one of planning. Of course, within this framework, different recastings,
i.e. different BuildDom functions, are possible and useful, since they allow represent-
ing different kind of reasoning agents and provide different ways to establish resource
bounds. In turn, the different models lead to different classes of planning problems, for
which different techniques are required.

A first model we consider is designed to faithfully represent the behaviour of a Von
Neumann propositional reasoning agent, so to allow a direct computation of time and
memory bounds for it. To appropriately mimic the execution of reasoning on such archi-
tecture, such an “architecture-oriented” model must also represent the way branching is
handled by saving memory contexts on the stack, and restoring them later on. That is,
in this model, multiple outcomes of branching rules are “determined”, faithfully repre-
senting the way the agent decides in which order to handle threads by making use of the
stack. In this setting, a solution plan is a sequence of deterministic actions (including
stack manipulation), which represent the reasoning agent’s execution, and whose length
directly measures the time spent by the agent. This means that the problem is one of
classical planning, and that, in particular, optimal classical planning algorithms allow
establishing the minimal time bound for a memory-bounded deduction.

A different modelling that can be considered is “proof-oriented”, in that it aims at
obtaining plans whose structure is the same of (tree-shaped) proofs. To achieve this, ac-
tions must have the same structure of reasoning rules; in particular, branching rules are
mapped to nondeterministic actions with multiple outcomes. In this setting, due to the
presence of nondeterminism, the planning problem becomes one of strong planning [6]:
the goal φG needs to be finally achieved in spite of nondeterminism. Of course, similar
to the “architecture-oriented” model, also in this model the stack evolution must be kept
into account, on all proof branches, to faithfully represent the way the Von Neumann
reasoning agent makes use of the memory. A stack-free version of such a model can
be adopted, instead, to directly represent the behaviour of a parallel reasoning agent
where multiple processing units, each owning a private memory storage, handle differ-
ent branches of the proof. Again, in this case, if optimal strong planning is performed,
the depth of the obtained plan identifies the minimal time for deducing φG within the
given memory bound.



While both modelling styles are conceptually rather simple, effective representa-
tions of the bounded reasoning problem in terms of planning are not immediate, and are
discussed in the next two sections.

4 Bounded Reasoning by Classical Planning

In general, modeling a portion of the real-world as a planning domain must obey two
different and contrasting requirements. While the domain must faithfully represent all
relevant aspects of the problem at stake, the state-space explosion issue implies that the
domain must be as compact as possible, which is usually achieved by considering ab-
stractions of the actual problem. This requires finding a careful balance for the problem
being examined. In the following, we start by discussing the way we model the knowl-
edge of our reference Von Neumann reasoning agent, which is the key decision point
since, then, the modeling of actions is essentially implied.

Representing Knowledge For our problem, an immediate mapping of the agent’s
(heap and stack) memory cells as domain fluents, whose content represent the formulas
stored in the cells, is easy to devise. However, such modeling is not effective, due to the
fact that it fully represents the positional aspect of memory, i.e. where facts are stored.
For our purposes, this is unneeded and harmful: to represent the agent’s knowledge, it
is irrelevant to know where a fact is stored on the heap, or where on the stack; all that
is needed is to know whether a fact is stored on the heap, and at which frames it is
stored on the stack. Thus we adopt a different modeling style, where, instead of having
a fluent represent a cell, a fluent will represent a formula φ: φ will have an associated
fluent F(φ), which encodes (a) whether the formula is stored on the heap, and (b) for
each stack frame, whether it is stored there.

Considering that, if memory has size M , the number of stack frames is bounded by
M − 1 (since each frame occupies at least one cell), this means that each fluent is a
string of M ternary values in {>,⊥, ε}:

F(φ1) : {>,⊥, ε}M . . . F(φn) : {>,⊥, ε}M

The digits of a fluent F(φi) refer, right to left, to the heap, to the first stack frame, to
the second stack frame, and so on up to the (M − 1)th stack frame; namely, the value
of the j-th digit Dj(F(φi)) represents whether φi, at the specific area associated to the
digit, is known to be true (>), known to be false (⊥), or not known (ε).

This model must be enriched by describing the overall memory bound, stating that
“the memory usage U, i.e. the total number of > and ⊥ symbols in F(φ1), . . . ,F(φn),
may never exceed M”:

U = |{(φi, j) : Dj(F(φi)) 6= ε}| ≤M (1)

This encoding assumes that:

– reasoning only takes place considering heap values, i.e. the least significant digit
(LSD - i.e. D0(F(φi))) of the fluents;



– when backtracking occurs, popping the top stack frame means simply “shifting
right” each string;

– when branching occurs, in essence, pushing a new stack frame means “shifting left,
retaining the LSD” for all fluents. On top of this, each formula φi generated by a
branching rule must be appropriately stored in the heap or in the top stack frame,
affecting D0(F(φi)) and D1(F(φi)).

Representing Actions As mentioned, the domain actions represent the application of
reasoning rules, and the usage of facts. In particular, rule schemata can be presented as
planning action schemata, whose arguments represent the rule premises, and allow their
instantiation onto specific formulas. E.g., the action schema ∨I1t(ψ1, ψ2), with ψ1,2 ∈
{φ1, . . . , φn}, indicates the application of ∨I1t on formula ψ1, which is known to hold
(i.e. D0(F(ψ1)) = >), to derive that the formula ψ1 ∨ ψ2 also holds (i.e. D0(F(ψ1 ∨
ψ2)) = >). Notice that ψ2 also appears as an argument in the schema, since it is
necessary for the agent to choose explicitly which formula must be unioned to ψ1, in
order to fully instantiate the rule.

To choose amongst applicable rules and facts is not the only choice the agent must
take, and such choices need to be also explicitly represented as rule arguments:

– the agent must consider the possibility of overwriting formulas on the heap; this
is essential to save memory, and is a choice that can be taken for every outcome
of the fact/rule being applied. This means that a rule that produces n outcomes in
the heap comes together with n arguments ω1, . . . , ωn ranging in {ε, φ1, . . . , φn},
specifying whether the n-th outcome must overwrite a known formula, and if so,
which one. E.g., ∨I1t will be of the form ∨I1t(ψ1, ψ2, ω1).

– in the case of branching rules, the agent must decide in which order to proceed,
i.e. what to keep on the heap, and what to push on the stack. In particular, for rules
with two branches, such as the ones we consider, this implies adding a “left/right”
direction argument δ. Then,∨Et has the form∨Et(ψ1, ω1, δ); notice that since only
one of its outcomes stays on the heap, only one ω argument is needed.

The following rule schema defines the available actions A for the agent, which
essentially consist of those in Figure 1, plus the read and backtracking actions:

¬Et(ψ1, ω1) ¬Ef (ψ1, ω1) ¬If (ψ1, ω1) ¬It(ψ1, ω1)

∧Et(ψ1, ψ2, ω1, ω2) ∧It(ψ1, ψ2, ω1) ∧I1f (ψ1, ψ2, ω1) ∧I2f (ψ1, ψ2, ω1)

∧Ef (ψ1, ω1, δ) ∧E1f (ψ1, ω1) ∧E2f (ψ1, ω1)

∨Et(ψ1, ω1, δ) ∨I1t(ψ1, ψ2, ω1) ∨I2t(ψ1, ψ2, ω1)

∨Ef (ψ1, ω1, ω2) ∨If (ψ1, ψ2, ω1) MT1(ψ1, ψ2, ω1) MT2(ψ1, ψ2, ω1)

→Et(ψ1, ψ2, ω1) →I1t(ψ1, ω1) →I2t(ψ1, ω1)

→Ef (ψ1, ω1, δ) MP (ψ1, ψ2, ω1) MT (ψ1, ψ2, ω1)

ExC(ψ1, ψ2, ω1) Split(ψ1, ω1, δ) Btk Read(ψ1, ω1)



Note that it is possible to univoquely instantiate all rules using a single φ argument,
which, depending on the rule, can be either the premise or the result of the rule. For
instance, in the case of ∨I2t, it is possible to use a single argument ψ corresponding to
ψ1 ∨ ψ2, which would implicitly define ψ1 and ψ2 as the rule premises. While this is
actually used in the implementation, here, for the sake of clarity, we keep the semantics
of arguments as being premises of rules.

Each rule schema comes with its specific executability preconditions, posing con-
straints on the current knowledge, and with effects specifying constraints on the next
memory configuration. For instance, the precondition for ∨I1t(ψ1, ψ2, ω1) requires that
ψ1 is known to hold (i.e. D0(F(ψ1)) = >). We omit the complete description of pre-
conditions and effects for lack of space. We only note that they can be obtained almost
directly from the semantics of the connectives related to the corresponding rule. On top
of this, all actions have two kinds of general contraints. First, “overwrite” arguments
must refer to facts actually on the heap, i.e. ∀i : D0(ωi) 6= ε. Second, an action is not
executable if its application would cause a memory overflow. For each action instance,
this is easily decided a priori from its execution, taking into account the current mem-
ory usage U , the number of previously unknown formulas produced by the rule, and the
number of overwritten formulas.
Naturally, also the result of the application of rules is specific to each rule. In particular:

– reading facts from K only affects the LSD of the fluent associated to the fact, and
possibly the LSD of an overwritten formula. For instance, Read(A1 ∨ A2, ε) only
sets D0(F(A1 ∨A2)) = >.

– non-branching reasoning rules only affect the LSDs of some fluents: those related to
the formula(s) produced by the rule application, and those related to the overwrit-
ten formulas. All other digits, and all other fluents, are unaffected. For instance,
∨I1t(B1, B2, B2), which produces B1 ∨ B2 overwriting it in place of B2, affects
only D0(F(B1 ∨B2)), which becomes >, and D0(F(B2)), which becomes ε.

– popping a stack frame, i.e., in terms of reasoning, backtracking, simply shifts right
all fluent strings, introducing an ε at their most significant digit.

– branching rules operate on all fluents, by shifting them left and keeping their LSD;
moreover, the two fluents correspondent to the rule outcomes are affected so that
in one, the LSD is set to a truth value, and in the other, the second digit is set to a
truth value - representing that one formula is dealt immediately on the heap, while
the other is stored at the top stack frame. For instance, starting from F(A1 ∨A2) =
ε> and F(A1) = F(A2) = εε, applying ∨Et(A1 ∨ A2, A1 ∨ A2, left) leads to
F(A1 ∨A2) = F(A2) = >ε and F(A1) = ε>.

In Figure 3 we show an example of a deduction for our running example, where the
facts in the knowledge base are K = {A1 ∨ A2, A1 → B1, A2 → B2} and the goal is
B1∨B2. We consider an agent with 4 memory cells, and for the sake of simplicity, from
the set of fluents associated to {A1, A2, B1, B2, A1 ∨ A2, B1 ∨ B2, A1 → B 1, A2 →
B2}, we omit showing those whose formula is not stored anywhere in memory, that is
fluents of the form F(φ) = εεεε. Also, for the sake of readability, we leave the F(·)
notation implicit. The proof shows that a deduction for B1 ∨ B2 is possible in 4 cells,
taking 9 steps.



A1 !A2 = !!!"

A1 = !!!!
A2 = !!!!

A1 "A2 = !!!!

A1 = !!!!
A1 " B1 = !!!!

A2 = !!!!
A1 #A2 = !!!!
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A2 = !!!!
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B2 = !!!!
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B1 "B2 = !!!!

Read(A1 !A2)

Read(A1 ! B1)

!Et(A1 !A2), left
Overwrite(A1 !A2)

MP (A1, A1 ! A2)
Overwrite(A1 ! B1)

!I1t(B1, B2)
Overwrite(B1)

Backtrack

Read(A2 ! B2)
Overwrite(A1 "A2)

MP (A2, A2 ! B2)
Overwrite(A2 ! B2)

!I2t(B1, B2)
Overwrite(B2)

Fig. 3. A ‘sequential’ proof.

5 Bounded Reasoning by Strong Planning

While the previous model is “architecture-oriented”, one can follow a “proof-oriented”
modelling where the produced proofs are shaped as logical trees. As we shall see, one
advantage of such a model is that it can further abstract from the specific memory
configuration, while still representing the relevant features of our reference reasoning
agent. Moreover, such a model can be easily adapted to represent reasoning agents
based on a parallel architecture. Again, we will show this by first discussing the way
the agent’s knowledge is represented.

Representing Knowledge In a “proof-oriented” model, different than in the previ-
ous “architecture-oriented” model, separate proof branches correspond to deduction
threads evolving in parallel, independently. This will be mapped into the planning pro-
cess; hence, in such a model, proof search can be performed with no need to represent
any context push/pop mechanism. Nevertheless, at each proof step, in order to evaluate
memory consumption, we need to represent the actual memory usage of the underly-
ing Von Neumann reasoning agent, which actually uses the stack. Then, to achieve a
representation of knowledge as compact as possible, we build on top of the “position
abstraction” taken for the previous model, and apply a further abstraction, so that:

1. concerning formulas, we only represent the current knowledge on them, i.e. their
heap values;

2. concerning the stack, we only represent its current size.



This leads to a modelling where formula-representing fluents are 3-valued, and an ad-
ditional numeric fluent S represents the stack size:

F(φ1) ∈ {>,⊥, ε}
· · ·

F(φn) ∈ {>,⊥, ε}
S ∈ [0,M − 1]

Again, the bound on the memory usage U must be added; of course here, U is computed
in a different way, although it produces the same result:

U = S + |φi : φi 6= ε| ≤M (2)

It is immediate to see that such a representation is significantly smaller, in terms
of possible states, than the one considered in the previous model, since different stack
configurations with equivalent memory occupation are grouped together. On the other
side, this representation features, together with an additional state-level branching factor
implied by the fact that rules correspond to nondeterministic actions, transform the
problem from classical to strong planning.

It is important to notice that a stack-free version of this modelling provides a direct
representation of a different, parallel reasoner architecture, where reasoning is actually
performed in parallel by different processing units, each featuring a private memory
bank of size M . In this case, the plan depth directly represents the overall time spent
by the parallel architecture to complete the proof, and optimal planning can be used to
establish a minimal bound in that respect.

Representing Actions In terms of available actions and arguments, the parallel mod-
elling is substantially the same as the sequential one, apart from the absence of the
’backtracking’ operator. Of course, what changes is the way actions are defined, in
terms of preconditions and effects.

In terms of preconditions, the only change is in the description of the overflow-
avoiding executability constraint, which makes use of the new computation for the
memory usage U .

In terms of effects, the changes only regard the branching rules, and in that case
they are considerable. Indeed, the parallel modelling is simpler in that, when two out-
comes are produced, they correspond to two different assignments to the sets of fluents;
therefore, for instance, starting from F(A1 ∨ A2) = >, F(A1) = F(A2) = ε, and
S = 0, and applying ∨Et(A1 ∨ A2, A1 ∨ A2, left) produces two states: a state where
F(A1 ∨ A2) = F(A2) = ε, F(A1) = >, S = 2, and a state where F(A1 ∨ A2) =
F(A1) = >, F(A2) = ε, S = 0.

An example In Figure 4 we show the same example proof considered in the previous
section model, but taking the parallel model as a reference. It is easy to see, by dis-
carding the stack fluent S, that a parallel reasoning agent would only require 2 cells to
complete such a proof in 5 steps.
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Fig. 4. A ‘branching’ proof.

6 Forgetful Reasoning Agents

The possibility of “overwriting” heap cells is not the only possibility that an agent must
take into account in order to produce a proof within its memory bounds. Indeed, con-
sidering other options is essential to achieve even more considerable memory savings.

In particular, as a skilled reader may have spotted from our example proofs already,
a key issue is related to the behaviour in the presence of branching rules. There, the
standard behaviour implemented by a Von Neumann machine stores the whole current
context on the stack. However, it may well be the case that some of the facts currently
known will not be useful in the pending branch, and therefore, pushing them on the
stack only wastes memory.

A “smart” agent would act by selecting which “relevant” facts must be stored on the
stack, and storing only them. For instance, in our example, A1 ∨ A2 is not used in the
second branch of the proof; and even if it were, since it is an axiom, it could have been
re-read, rather than saved in memory. So a “smart” agent would have been “forgetful”
w.r.t. saving A1 ∨ A2 on the stack, leading to a proof with the same schema of the one
we presented, but where (a) in the left branch we would have S = 1, and (b) on top of
the right branch, A1 ∨A2 = > would not appear. It is easy to see that such a proof only
requires 3 cells, and still takes 9 steps.

Two remarks are in order. First, the issue of “forgetfulness” is indeed specific of
stack treatment, since the ability to overwrite facts on the heap renders harmless the



presence of useless facts in that memory area. Second, while, during a specific proof
search, forgetting some facts may lead to not derive a fact which would be otherwise
derivable, it is clear that an agent which considers forgetfulness as an option, and tries
out all the different choices (including “not forgetting anything”) is still complete. Note
also, that here we are not concerned on whether “forgetful” agents can be realised in
efficient manners. Our main point here is that “forgetfulness” is a strategy that can help
to build proofs which use a smaller number of memory cells.

Given this, the agent’s forgetfulness choices are modelled as additional arguments
to branching rules. Namely, branching rules are enriched with additional arguments
ρ1, . . . , ρM in ε, φ1, . . . , φn, and formula φj must be “forgotten” on the pending branch
iff ∃i : ρi = φj . Of course, it must be possible only to forget facts which are currently
in the heap. Moreover, to prune out equivalent symmetric specifications of the same
forgetfulness, we impose the following ordering constraints on the ρi arguments:

1. if k formulas must be forgotten, they are specified within ρ1, . . . , ρk, i.e. ρi = ε→
∀j > i : ρj = ε

2. the order of forgotten formulas is reflected in the order they are specified as ρi

arguments: ∀i, j : ρi = φl ∧ ρj = φm ∧ (i < j)→ (l < m).

7 Implementation in MBP and Experiments

We implemented our approach using the MBP planner, devising an automated modeller
which converts a bounded-resource reasoning problem (given as a set of facts, a goal
formula φG and a memory bound) into a planning problem description, following one
amongst our proposed models. Then, we use MBP to identify (a) whether a deduction
exists for φG within the given memory bound, and (b) if so, which is the minimal
number of computation steps it takes. Of course, as a side-effect, if a deduction exists,
we also obtain an optimal strategy, which can be outputted or simulated.

Our choice of MBP has several reasons. First, MBP is a flexible planning tool, which
combines different planning algorithms, amongst which the optimal classical and strong
planning we need. Second, it is an effective tool; due to its internal data representations
which are based on Binary Decision Diagrams, it has proved to be state of the art, es-
pecially for what concerns optimal planning in the presence of nondeterminism. Third,
its input language, SMV, is very flexible and apt to express the kind of models at hand.
In particular, the ability of SMV to express the behaviour of a domain by modularly
specifying the dynamics of each of its fluents is very useful, and can be combined with
the usage of constraints spanning across fluents to achieve very compact encodings –
even when modelling imply nondeterministic dynamics. In particular, in our models,
the dynamics of each fluent is defined independently, by a case analysis, using SMV’s
assign and case constructs. Each case identifies one action that affects the fluent,
and the “default” case is used to specify the inertial behaviour. This allows for a very
compact encoding: in no case, the SMV model exceeds 52 Kbyte of size.

Based on our automatically generated SMV encodings, we ran tests with MBP, con-
sidering 8 different deduction schemata, and 3 reference architectures: a standard Von
Neumann reasoning agent, a Von Neumann reasoning agent considering forgetfulness,
and a parallel reasoning agent. All tests have been performed with a cut-off time at



1800 seconds on a Linux machine running at 2.33GHz with 1.8Gb of RAM; results are
reported in Figures 5 and 6.5

Von Neumann Std Von Neumann Fgt Parallel
min. M min. t min. M min. t min. M min. t

P1 4 (t ≥ 10) 7 (M ≥ 5) 4 (t ≥ 7) 7 (M ≥ 4) 3 (t ≥ 5) 5 (M ≥ 3)
P2 3 (t ≥ 11) 10 (M ≥ 4) 3 (t ≥ 11) 10 (M ≥ 4) 2 (t ≥ 9) 6 (M ≥ 3)
P3 4 (t ≥ 24) 24 (M ≥ 4) 4 (t ≥ 24) 24 (M ≥ 4) 3 (t ≥ 9) 9 (M ≥ 3)
P4 3 (t ≥ 13) 13 (M ≥ 3) 3 (t ≥ 13) 13 (M ≥ 3) 3 (t ≥ 6) 6 (M ≥ 3)
P5 3 (t ≥ 9) 9 (M ≥ 3) 3 (t ≥ 9) 9 (M ≥ 3) 3 (t ≥ 5) 5 (M ≥ 3)
P6 3 (t ≥ 16) 13 (M ≥ 4) 3 (t ≥ 15) 13 (M ≥ 4) 2 (t ≥ 8) 7 M ≥ 3)
P7 3 (t ≥ 8) 8 (M ≥ 3) 3 (t ≥ 8) 8 (M ≥ 3) 2 (t ≥ 4) 4 (M ≥ 2)
P8 2 (t ≥ 8) 8 (M ≥ 2) 2 (t ≥ 8) 8 (M ≥ 2) 2 (t ≥ 5) 5 (M ≥ 2)

Fig. 5. Memory and time bounds for the three models.

Von Neumann Std
standard proof

P1 1.20 0.27
P2 3.28 0.61
P3 33.43 1.82
P4 26.25 3.46
P5 1.83 0.33
P6 30.14 2.83
P7 0.79 0.24
P8 0.24 0.10

Fig. 6. Computation times (s).

Problems vary in size and nature, with up to 14 fluents and 30 actions. Problem P8

is our reference example; as one can see, in that case, one can prove B1 ∨B2 using just
2 cells, which seems surprising. The proof is reported in Figure 7, and makes use of two
main ideas: (a) branching immediately, so that context saving is not required, and (b)
carefully selecting the order in which branches are handled, so that “the first branches
are the easier ones to solve” (since they have some memory occupied by the stack). As a
result, the proof is very different from the intuitive ones shown in the previous sections.
The fact that bounds are not trivial, and neither are proof-saving strategies, is also true
for most of the other examples.

More in general, Figure 5 shows an evident trade-off between space and time: when
minimal memory is used (denoted by ’min. M’ in the results), more time is required, and
faster proofs require more memory (we denote it by ’min. t’, giving in parenthesis the

5 The benchmark instances and executables of the planner and the modelers are available at
http://boundedreasoning.i8.com/.
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Overwrite(A1)
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Overwrite(A2 ! B2)

!I2t(B1, B2)
Overwrite(B2)

Fig. 7. A proof with 2 cells.

memory used for that minimum proof, within the memory and time cutoff used). Also,
the experimental results show clearly the importance of forgetfulness to save memory:
in problems P1 and P4, the minimal bounds of memory for a forgetful Von Neumann
reasoning agent improve those of a standard reasoning agent (while not requiring more
time).

In terms of MBP performance, it is interesting to compare the relative performances
of the “classical” and “strong” models of the problem for Von Neumann reasoning
agents. Results for the forgetful Von Neumann reasoning agent are presented in Fig-
ure 6, and show that there is a clear advantage of the “proof-oriented” model. This
indicates that the effective way MBP handles nondeterminism pays off, and hints at us-
ing the “strong” first to identify memory bounds, leaving the “classical” model to check
time limits, once the memory bound is fixed.

8 Different Resource Models

While our work took definite assumptions over the underlying model for computational
resources, established in Section 3, our approach is general enough to be easily adapt-
able to different views. In particular, different data storage means and methodologies
can be mapped into different, but equally interesting, memory bound models. For in-
stance, taking the assumption that every formula has size one is very apt to represent
situations where the actual representation of formulae is not stored in the working mem-
ory, but on an external mass storage, and the data on the heap and stack are simply
“pointers” to such representations. Vice versa, the memory usage of a reasoning system



where formulae are stored in the main memory cannot be faithfully captured by such
a model, since in that case, different formulae occupy different memory quotas. In this
case, we can take the reasonable assumption that a formula is represented as a parse
tree, where logical connectives occupy single memory cells, as well as atomic facts.
Thus, for instance, the formula (A ∧B) ∨ C occupies 5 memory cells.

We now show that shifting from the previous, “unitary formula size” model to this
new “structural formula size” model is very simple to achieve. In fact, all we need to
affect is the way the memory bound is described, by introducing a function S(φi) that
associates a fact φi to a positive integer representing its memory occupation. Consider-
ing the modeling described in Section 4 to solve the problem by classical planning, this
means that the overall memory bound described by Equation (1) must become

U =
∑

i

∑
j

(S(φi)× A(φi, j)) ≤M

where A(φi, j) attains value 1 if Dj(F(φi)) 6= ε, and attains value 0 otherwise. Simi-
larly, in the modeling described in Section 5 to solve the problem by strong planning,
the constraint described by Equation (2) must be replaced by

U = S +
∑

i

(S(φi)× A(φi)) ≤M

where A(φi), this time, has value 1 if φi 6= ε, and value 0 otherwise. Note that, in both
cases, replacing the S function with the constant function 1 causes the modelings to fall
back in the unitary formula size case.

Expressiveness considerations apart, the relevance of being able to apply different
models of resource utilization stands in the fact that the optimality of derivation strate-
gies is only relative to a specific model. We show this considering a simple scenario
where the knowledge base K contains the five formulae

(A ∧B) ∧ (C ∧D) ((B ∧A) ∧ (D ∧ C))→ G (B ∧A)→ G1

(D ∧ C)→ G2 (G1 ∧G2)→ G

and the goal is G.
If we consider the unitary formula size model, we can run MBP over the classical

model representation of the problem and we obtain that at least 3 memory cells are
needed to derive G, and the corresponding shorter proof P9 takes 9 steps. The proof
is shown in Figure 8 and makes use only of the first two facts listed in the knowledge
base above. No shorter proof can be found, even when more than 3 memory cells are
available.

However, the situation is quite different when using the structural formula size
model. In this case, again running MBP over the classical planning model, we obtain
that the most memory-saving proof is a proof P15 that, making use of all the facts in K
apart from ((B∧A)∧ (D∧C))→ G, takes 15 steps, using 9 memory cells (see Figure
9).

Intuitively, in this model, applying the modus ponens rule over the facts (B ∧A) ∧
(D ∧ C) and ((B ∧ A) ∧ (D ∧ C)) → G, like P9 does, is too memory-expensive, as
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Fig. 8. P9: a derivation of G in 9 steps.

these two formulas, together, occupy 16 memory cells. Rather, it becomes convenient,
in terms of memory usage, to go through the derivation of G1 and G2, which exploits
“smaller” facts (but takes additional derivation steps). This consideration of course did
not apply to the unitary size model, where all formulae are regarded as having the same
size. We also observe that in P15, again to save memory, the fact (A∧B)∧ (C ∧D) is
read twice from K (since it is needed twice, but it is overwritten). Indeed, if some more
memory is available (between 10 and 15 cells), the proof P13 is generated, which does
not perform such re-reading, therefore saving two reasoning steps (see Figure 10).

Finally, if at least 16 memory cells are available, the proof P9 is identified as the
faster way to obtain G (in 9 steps). These results indicate that, in the structural formula
size model, P15, P13, P9 are all interesting, as they express different memory-space
trade-offs: each of them takes longer, but is more memory-efficient, than the next. Vice
versa, in the unitary formula size model, P15 and P13 are not more memory-effective
than P9 - actually, P13 is even more memory consuming. As such, in the unitary formula
size model there is no reason for using P15 or P13, under any possible resource config-
uration. Of course, these considerations about the dependency of optimality trade-offs
on the resource models are general, and different memory models can be very easily
accommodated by appropriately devising the S function.

9 Conclusions and future work

The study of the behaviour of systems in the presence of computational resource bounds
is receiving considerable attention, due to its practical impacts. This has led to develop-
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Fig. 9. P15: a derivation of G in 15 steps.
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Fig. 10. P13: a derivation of G in 13 steps.

ing models and approaches to deal with bounded rationality, with a particular emphasis
on the design of anytime algorithms to work within strict time limits (see e.g. [10]).

In this work, we link reasoning to planning, and provide an approach to evaluate
the minimal time and memory bounds for solving reasoning problems, a crucial step
to appropriately dimension the computational power of devices that support reasoning
functionalities. While the connection between deduction and planning has already been
established for a variety of logics, e.g., temporal, linear and propositional logics, see [8,
4, 9], existing work has essentially focused on using theorem provers to build plans.
Here, we go the other way around, showing that reasoning - and taking into account
resource bounds - can be recast in terms of planning, and that different re-castings are
possible, interesting and useful. Our experiments show that, already considering simple
scenarios, interesting memory-space trade-offs appear; minimal resource bounds are
often surprising, and so are the reasoning strategies enforcing them.

While the focus of this work is on propositional logics, it has to be remarked that
the general approach is open to extensions to different logics and logic fragments,
which can be pre-compiled into planning domains following the conceptual scheme
presented here. Indeed, a further direction of investigation, which we intend to pursue,
concerns the relation between the power of the reasoning system, and the minimal re-
source bounds for performing deductions. Studying this can help identifying the proper
’kind’ of reasoning agents, given the resource bounds and the kind of proofs that need be
carried out. Also, our approach can be very easily adapted to follow different memory
models, e.g. one where the occupancy of formulas depends on their internal structure.
Such different models may imply different bounds, and different time- and memory-
saving strategies: for instance, in our model, conjunction introduction can be used to
compress formulas to save space (trading off time for space); in different models, this
may not be the case.



A further relevant concern stands in improving the scalability of our approach, to
cover complex scenarios where reasoning taks place over large sets of facts. This is
crucial to lift the approach to practical settings, using deduction to model the behavior
of actual bounded-reasoning agents. At the current stage, however, scalability is lim-
ited, since we perform an exhaustive blind plan search, in order to never rule out any
resource-optimal deduction. This makes the complexity of identifying optimal resource
bounds extremely high, and in such a setting even the most effective technologies for
representing and searching proof trees can only help to a limited extent. To solve this is-
sue, we need to identify heuristics or strategies that significantly reduce the complexity
of the search, adapting planning techniques which embed resource optimization, such as
those of [5], or techniques which allow describing control rules, such as those of [2]. Of
course, the critical issue in this respect stands in guaranteeing that such heuristics and
strategies preserve resource optimality. This is far from trivial, since, as witnessed in
our examples, resource-optimal strategies can be far from intuitive. Such a challenging
problem is the key long term goal of our research line.
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